Kingswood Station

- Kingswood station is approximately 2 km from TAFE NSW
- Walk to TAFE NSW from station 20 minutes through the park, or along the highway
- Cycle to TAFE NSW in 5 minutes
- Bike lockers are available at the station for locking your bike up overnight

Buses
- Buses arrive at the front Gates 1 & 2 of TAFE NSW Kingswood regularly travelling between Penrith and St Mary's train stations. Select the 774, 775, 776 or 835 buses.

Walking
- Walking is encouraged because of how good it makes you feel.

Cycling
- Cycling is easy with plenty of quiet backstreets and wide paths through parks for travelling to the campus, along with traffic signals for crossing the highway.

Car Pooling

Taxis
- 13 10 17 (Premier), 13 33 00 (Combined)

Google maps is available on smart phones and the internet. This site calculates how long it takes to get from where you are to TAFE using any method you select, whether it be walking, cycling, driving or public transport.